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Abstract
1 AI systems are usually evaluated on a range of problem instances and compared to other AI systems
that use different strategies. These instances are rarely independent. Machine learning, and supervised
learning in particular, is a very good example of this. Given a machine learning model, its behaviour for a
single instance cannot be understood in isolation but rather in relation to the rest of the data distribution
or dataset. In a dual way, the results of one machine learning model for an instance can be analysed in
comparison to other models. While this analysis is relative to a population or distribution of models, it can
give much more insight than an isolated analysis. Item response theory (IRT) combines this duality between
items and respondents to extract latent variables of the items (such as discrimination or difficulty) and the
respondents (such as ability). IRT can be adapted to the analysis of machine learning experiments (and by
extension to any other artificial intelligence experiments). In this paper, we see that IRT suits classification
tasks perfectly, where instances correspond to items and classifiers correspond to respondents. We perform
a series of experiments with a range of datasets and classification methods to fully understand what the
IRT parameters such as discrimination, difficulty and guessing mean for classification instances (and their
relation to instance hardness measures) and how the estimated classifier ability can be used to compare
classifier performance in a different way through classifier characteristic curves.
Keywords: Artificial intelligence evaluation, item response theory, machine learning, instance hardness,
classifier metrics.
1. Introduction
Experimental evaluation is vital for AI research, especially for those problems whose theoretical eval-
uation is elusive. Not only are AI researchers interested in the performance of a particular method for a
particular problem, but also in comparing that performance with other problems and against other meth-
ods. Research in AI usually reports aggregate measures for a benchmark of problems or performs pairwise5
comparisons between techniques, which make it possible to say that method A is better than method B.
1Note for editor and reviewers: This paper is a significantly extended version of [1], awarded as best paper at ECAI2016.
This submission follows an invitation by AIJ for publication in the fast track scheme. The paper has been significantly rewritten
and extended in terms of the use of IRT libraries, more and larger datasets, more figures and examples and a more consolidated
view of how IRT has to be applied in machine learning. There are two new sections. One is dealing with the relation between
the IRT parameters and many instance hardness measures in the classification literature. The other presents an analysis of
IRT results with different model configurations, 2PL, 3PL and 3PL when the datasets are balanced on purpose, in order to
better correspond with the original IRT situation where possible answers (here classes) are usually balanced. We have also
covered recent related work and expanded on the discussion of potential applications. This is the revised version of the journal
submission, according to the reviewers’ comments.
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However, when we want to improve a method or develop new ones, we need to know where methods fail and
how, and what problems are more challenging for current state-of-the-art AI methods.
Item response theory (IRT) comprises a group of modelling and statistical tools borrowed from psycho-
metrics that are designed to provide a precise characterisation of items and respondents (subjects), through10
the analysis of their responses [2, 3, 4]. By considering AI problems as items and AI methods as respondents,
we can apply IRT to any area in AI. As usual in IRT, we can re-understand the proficiency (or ability) of a
method as the difficulty level whose problems the method is able to solve.
In this paper we focus on the use of IRT in supervised machine learning, and classification in particular,
where items are equated to the instances of a dataset and responses are equated to predicted classes. Not15
only is this the most similar machine learning scenario to many of the dichotomous problems addressed
in IRT, but it also brings insightful parallelisms to many interesting questions in machine learning such
as instance hardness, noise handling, outliers, meta-learning, borderline areas, risk aversion, etc., with a
particular re-understanding under this theory.
For instance, it has been recently demonstrated that incorporating instance hardness into the learning20
process can significantly increase classification performance [5, 6]. However, existing instance hardness
measures give a very limited perspective of what is happening with an instance. Apart from difficulty, a
very interesting parameter in IRT is the discrimination of an instance. In machine learning, as we will see,
the discrimination parameter can be seen as a measure of how effective each instance is for differentiating
between strong or weak models for a certain dataset. These instances are usually solved by more proficient25
classifiers and misclassified by the rest. But there are other difficult instances for which good and bad
classifiers behave equally poorly. These are not discriminating. Are they noise? Or are they systematically
neglected by some families of classifiers? What can IRT tell us about these instances?
But, also interestingly, IRT shows a dual behaviour between instance difficulty and classifier ability. For
instance, some classifiers can solve all the simple instances but none of the difficult ones, whereas other30
classifiers can solve most (but not all) of the simple ones and some of the difficult ones. Are these riskier
classifiers better? What does this say about their limitations and the way to improve these classifiers? With
IRT we can see what makes certain classifiers proficient. We can also analyse dominant regions depending
on the difficulty parameter or the discrimination parameter. For instance, given a new instance, if we expect
or estimate that it is going to be hard, one classifier may be preferable, while for another easy instance a35
different classifier may be more robust. These classifier characteristic curves, which we introduce here, may
be a very insightful way to analyse machine learning models.
Starting with classification problems at the level of instances, we show that IRT presents itself as a
well-developed theory that can be applied to machine learning and other areas of artificial intelligence (such
as reinforcement learning algorithms and other search methods for planning as recently presented in [7]).40
Nevertheless, the application is not always straightforward and requires a careful understanding of the pa-
rameters and a right choice of IRT models, classifier populations and estimation approaches. After an
increasing realisation of all these issues in [8] and [1], we now give an extended and more consolidated inter-
pretation of the item parameters (difficulty, discrimination and guessing), its relation to instance hardness,
the relevance of imbalance handling, and the unravelling of overall abilities linked to a more detailed view45
using classifier characteristic curves. After these first applications of IRT in AI, some recent works have
taken other directions. In [9, 10], IRT has been used to select the best items from an NLP benchmark.
However, the models are estimated from responses generated by humans using AMT (Amazon Mechanical
Turk), and not from a set of artificial NLP methods. Of course, there is an important dilemma here about
whether the parameters should be estimated from a population of human individuals or from a population50
of AI systems. Perhaps in some areas of AI it might make sense to take humans as a reference. However
in most areas and machine learning in particular we think that current algorithms behave quite differently
(and in many cases much worse or much better than humans), so we want to analyse what is hard and
easy, discriminating or not, for state-of-the-art machine learning systems, as these are the systems we will
ultimately use, and not humans. This is actually one of the key issues we have been analysing in previous55
works and especially in this one: how to select the appropriate population of machine learning techniques
to get meaningful IRT parameters.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses why a more detailed analysis of
2
artificial intelligence results, and machine learning results in particular, is necessary and why IRT can be
an appropriate tool for this. Section 3 describes the experimental methodology used in terms of classifier60
techniques, artificial classifiers and datasets used, as well as the particular estimation methods for the
IRT models. Section 4 analyses the interpretation of the inferred instance parameters: the discrimination
parameter (especially when close to zero or negative), the guessing parameter (whether it relates to the
class distribution) and difficulty (whether they are at the boundaries or associated with noise). The three
parameters are compared with instance hardness measures. Section 5 explores different ways of building65
IRT models in our context: 2PL models, 3PL models and 3PL models where classifiers are trained with the
original data but IRT is applied after balancing the responses. Section 6 focuses on the inferred classifier
ability, how it relates to accuracy and the effect of removing the instances with negative discrimination. It
shows that plotting simple classifier characteristic curves can be insightful about the behaviour of a classifier.
Finally, Section 7 discusses the findings of the previous sections and gives a global interpretation of what70
the IRT parameters mean and how they should be used. We enumerate a range of applications and areas of
future work.
2. Artificial Intelligence and Item Response Theory
In any area of artificial intelligence, some problems are more difficult than others, and some techniques
are more capable than others. But what is the relation between difficulty and ability? Is it a monotonic75
one, i.e., better techniques usually get better results on more difficult problems and usually solve the easier
ones? Should we focus our efforts on developing or improving our techniques such that they address the
more difficult and challenging problems? Or such that they are more robust with the easier, and perhaps
more common, problems?
These questions are critical for the progress and evaluation of the techniques in any AI discipline [11, 12],80
from planning to machine translation. Of course, each discipline has a set of benchmarks and a group of
state-of-the-art techniques, which are used to analyse and compare any new proposal, either as particular
research papers or open competitions [13]. We can rank techniques according to their overall results, or
even do pairwise comparisons and show that method A is better than B. The results may even say that
the difference is statistically significant. However, what we seldom analyse is how the overall result for a85
collection of benchmark problems is distributed. Are these systems better on the most difficult problems
at the cost of failing at some easy problems? Also, as the discipline progresses, new challenging problems
are included and, sometimes, the easy problems are removed from the benchmark. The analysis of problem
difficulty or hardness is then very relevant to understand not only whether, but how, AI methods are
improving.90
An area where the analysis of difficulty, or hardness, has been investigated recently is machine learning.
Machine learning has a long tradition of evaluating different techniques with many problems, but the use
of difficulty is not so common. In the area of meta-learning [14], it is common to analyse the features of
classifiers and datasets in order to see which ones go well with a particular dataset. However, the notion of
‘difficulty’ of a dataset is not considered by common (aggregative) measures such as accuracy or cost [15].95
There have been some recent analysis of repositories [16, 17], but the notion of difficulty is elusive in this
context.
There is a more significant analysis of the difficulty or hardness of instances, given a dataset. In [5],
Smith et al. provide an empirical definition of instance hardness based on the average behaviour of a set
of diverse classifiers (e.g., the average error produced by the pool of classifiers for that instance). This has100
several potential applications, as mentioned above, for the detection of where different classifiers fail and how
they can be improved. Somehow related we also find the area of outlier detection [18] in machine learning
and data mining where outliers may represent anomalies, border points or minority classes which can be
hard to classify correctly. For instance, in [19] authors provide an average path length of a given instance as
a good measure of whether the instance is an outlier. However, these hardness and anomaly measures miss105
important information about instance difficulty as it might be the case that the instance is difficult for all
classifiers homogeneously (only 10% of the classifiers get it right with no correlation to their accuracy) or
is difficult especially for most but some classifiers (only 10% of the classifiers get it right but these are the
3






























Figure 1: Example of a 3PL IRT model (in black), with slope a = 2 (discrimination, in red), location parameter b = 3 (difficulty,
in green) and guessing parameter c = 0.1 (chance, in grey).
most competent ones for the dataset). This information is key to understand what the instances really are
and how the classifiers are really behaving. Also, instance hardness alone does not say much about whether110
a few instances can be used to tell between good and bad classifiers, in a model selection situation.
Interestingly, all of these issues have been addressed in the past by item response theory, yet in very
different contexts. Item response theory (IRT) [2, 4] considers a set of models that relate responses given to
items to latent abilities of the respondents. IRT models have been mainly used in educational testing and
psychometric evaluation in which examinees’ ability is measured using a test with several questions (i.e.,115
items).
In IRT, the probability of a correct response for an item is a function of the examinee’s ability (the
person’s underlying level of the construct that is being measured) and some item’s parameters. There are
models developed in IRT for different kinds of responses, but we will focus on the dichotomous models.
In dichotomous models the response can be either correct or incorrect. That does not mean that there120
are only two possible answers to a question. There might be more than two, as usually in multiple-option
questionnaires.
Let Uij be a binary response of a respondent j to item i, with Uij = 1 for a correct response and Uij = 0
otherwise. Let θj be the ability or proficiency of j. If ability θ equals item difficulty, there are even odds
of a correct answer. However, the greater the ability is above (or below) an item difficulty, the more (or125
less) likely a correct response. Now, assuming that the result only depends on the ability and no longer
on the particular respondent, we can express the response as a function of i alone, i.e., Ui. For the basic
3-parameter (3PL) IRT model, the probability of a correct response given the examinee’s ability is modelled
as a logistic function:
if ability equals difficulty b, there are even odds (1:1, so logit 0) of a correct answer, the greater the130
ability is above (or below) the difficulty the more (or less) likely a correct response
P (Ui = 1|θj) = ci +
1− ci
1 + exp(−ai(θj − bi))
(1)
The above model provides for each item its Item Characteristic Curve (ICC) (see Figure 1 as an example),
characterised by the parameters2:
• Difficulty (bi): it is the location parameter of the logistic function and can be seen as a measure of135
item difficulty. When ci = 0, then P (Ui = 1|bi) = 0.5. It is measured in the same scale of the ability;
2Following the convention of some IRT libraries, the three parameters will be usually abbreviated in many plots and tables
as “Dffclt”, “Dscrmnn” and “Gussng” respectively.
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• Discrimination (ai): it indicates the steepness of the function at the location point. For a high value,
a small change in ability can result in a big change in the item response. Alternatively we can use the
slope at location point, computed as ai(1− ci)/4 to measure the discrimination value of the item;
• Guessing (ci): it represents the probability of a correct response by a respondent with very low ability140
(P (Ui = 1| −∞) = ci). This is usually associated to a result given by chance.
The basic IRT model can be simplified to two parameters (e.g., assuming that ci = 0), or just one parameter
(assuming ci = 0 and a fixed value of ai, e.g. ai = 1).
The ability of an individual is not measured in terms of the number of correct answers but it is estimated
based on his/her responses to discriminating items with different levels of difficulty. Respondents who tend145
to correctly answer the most difficult items will be assigned to high values of ability. Difficulty items in turn
are those correctly answered only by the most proficient respondents.
Straightforward methods based on maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) can be used to estimate either
the item parameters (when examinee abilities are known) or the abilities (when item parameters are known).
A more difficult, but common, situation is the estimation when both the item parameters and respondent150
abilities are unknown. In this situation, an iterative two-step method (Birnbaum’s method [20]) can be
adopted:
• Step (1) Start with initial values for abilities θj (e.g., random values or the number of correct responses)
and estimate the model parameters;
• Step (2) Adopt the estimated parameters in the previous step as known values and estimate the155
abilities θj .
In this method, item parameters and respondent abilities are simultaneously estimated only based on a set
of observed responses to items, with no previous knowledge about the true ability of the respondents.
In our adaptation of IRT, an item in IRT can be identified with a problem in AI, and an individual (or
subject) can be identified with an AI method, technique or system. In the case of machine learning, an item160
can be a dataset (the whole problem) or it can be an instance (an example in a dataset). While we think
that the equating of items with datasets can be very interesting, we leave this as future work, with this paper
focusing on the analysis of items as instances. Recently, there has been more understanding about how IRT
should be applied to classification at the level of instances in [8, 1]. This work completes this analysis with
a wide range of datasets, a comparison with instance hardness measures and the analysis of class imbalance.165
3. Methodology
Our mapping of IRT to the instance-wise analysis of classification problems means that items are instances
and respondents are classifiers. Hence, for a particular application scenario the analysis will focus on how
a range of classifiers behave for the set of instances in a dataset. In other words, given a dataset with N
examples, the procedure is as follows:170
1. Generate a diverse set of M classifiers (e.g., with any machine learning library) using a training subset.
2. Evaluate those M classifiers with the examples in the test subset and get the responses (whether the
class predictions are correct) for all of them. Therefore, the binary results from the classifiers are
always obtained by using the test “fold” (training sets are never used to obtain the responses, but to
train the classifiers).175
3. If using cross-validation in the previous two steps, there will be an N ×M matrix U with all binary
responses Ui,j .
4. With this matrix U , use an IRT inference technique to derive the response models P (Ui = 1|θ) for all
the examples as well as the abilities θj for all classifiers.
5. Use the model parameters and the abilities to understand the instances and how classifiers behave.180
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In practice, a particular study will be done for a single dataset. This will reveal many details and, as we
will see, can be accompanied by several plots each. Nevertheless, in order to determine how IRT works in
general, which is one of the goals of this paper, we consider several datasets.
We have used one artificial and 12 real datasets. Cassini3 is a 3-class bivariate toy dataset composed of
200 instances with a 10% of random noise we put on purpose (see Figure 2). This artificial dataset is mostly185
used for illustrative purposes. The 12 real datasets are from the UCI repository [21], as shown in Table 1.
For instance, Figure 5 shows one of these datasets, “Heart-statlog”, a binary dataset that has 270 instances
and 13 attributes containing heart disease data.
ID Dataset # Examples # Attributes # Classes Class %
1 Echocardiogram 131 10 2 (67.2%, 32.8%)
2 Hepatitis 155 19 2 (79.4%, 20.6%)
3 Heart-statlog 270 13 2 (44.4%, 55.6%)
4 Ionosphere 351 33 2 (64.1%, 35.9%)
5 Parkinsons 195 22 2 (75.4%, 24.6%)
6 Balance-scale 625 4 3 (7.8%, 46.1%, 46.1%)
7 Energy 600 8 3 (18.2%, 46.5%, 35.3%)
8 Seeds 210 7 3 (33.3%, 33.3%, 33.3%)
9 Teaching 151 5 3 (34.4%, 33.1%, 32.5%)
10 Vertebral-column 310 6 3 (19.4%, 48.4%, 32.3%)
11 Ecoli 327 6 5 (43.7%, 23.5%, 10.7%, 6.1%, 15.9%)
12 Flags 178 29 5 (20.2%, 8.4%, 33.7%, 22.5%, 15.2%)
13 Cassini 200 2 3 (40.0%, 40.0%, 20.0%)
Table 1: Datasets used for the analysis. The first 12 are UCI datasets [21] and the last one is an artificial toy dataset.
As the datasets generate a sufficiently large number of examples (items) for applying IRT, we also need a
good number of classifiers (respondents). In order to achieve this, we started with 11 different families (de-190
cision trees, rule-based methods, discriminant analysis, Bayesian, neural networks, support vector machines,
bagging, random forests, nearest neighbours, partial least squares and principal component regression). All
the classifiers are implemented in R. Some use a particular package while others use the classifier through
the interface provided by the caret4 package. We modified their parameters for all families in such a way
that we obtained a heterogeneous set of 121 classifiers, as can be seen in Table 2. For instance, a pool of195
classifiers was produced by Random Forest (RF) trained with different numbers of trees. We learned and
evaluated the models adopting 10-fold cross-validation. As mentioned above, this procedure generates one
result per example and technique, N ×M in total.
Apparently, this looks appropriate. However, when we derived the first IRT models we found that for
many examples (very easy examples), all techniques were right. As a result, the models (and the curves)200
became horizontal or singular, and hence useless, even if they should not be horizontal and placed at very
low difficulties. In order to solve this, we need to ensure that results for every instance have a minimum
of diversity. Consequently, apart from the classifiers generated by machine learning techniques, we also
introduced some artificial classifiers:
• Three random classifiers (RndA, RndB, RndC ). The three use the prior class probabilities.205
• Majority/minority classifier (Maj, Min), which always return the majority/minority class of the
dataset.
• Two idealistic (not feasible in practice) classifiers, using the test labels: the optimal/pessimal classifier
(Opt, Pess) which always succeeds/fails respectively.
Jointly with the 121 original classifiers, this totals 128 classifiers (see Table 2).210
These seven artificial classifiers are also very useful as indicators (e.g., to see how calibrated difficulty
and ability are), as we have a clear intuition about their abilities, and we can check where they are located
3Provided by the mlbench R package (see https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/mlbench/).
4See http://caret.r-forge.r-project.org.
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Family ID Technique R Package Tuning Parameters #
Decision Trees
C5.0 C5.0 C50, plyr winnow 2
J48 J48 RWeka unpruned 2
LMT Logistic Model Trees RWeka C, A 4
rpart CART rpart 1
ctree Conditional Inference Tree party mincriterion 3
Rule-based methods
jRip Rule-Based Classifier RWeka E 2
PART PART decision lists rpart 1
Discriminant analysis
sda Shrinkage Discriminant Analysis sda diagonal, lambda 3
fda Flexible Discriminant Analysis earth, mda degree, nprune 3
mda Mixture Discriminant Analysis mda subclasses 3
Bayesian
NB Naive Bayes RWeka 1
naiveBayes Naive Bayes e1071 laplace 1
Neural Networks
rbf Radial Basis Function Network RSNNS negativeThreshold 1
mlp Multi-Layer Perceptron RSNNS size 5
avNNet Model Averaged NN nnet size, decay, bag 3
pcaNNet NN with Feature Extraction nnet size, decay 1
lvq Learning Vector Quantization class size, k 3
Support Vector Machines
SMO Sequential Minimal Optimization RWeka 1
svmRadialCost SVM (RBF Kernel) kernlab C 4
svmLinear SVM (Linear Kernel) kernlab C 6
svmPoly SVM (Polynomial Kernel) kernlab degree, scale, C 9





treebag Bagged CART ipred, plyr, e1071 1
bagFDA Bagged Flexible Disc. Analysis earth, mda degree, nprune 4
Random Forests
rf Random Forest randomForest mtry 7
RRF Regularized RF randomForest, RRF mtry 7
cforest Conditional Inference RF party mtry 7





knn k-Nearest Neighbors k 6
IBk k-Nearest Neighbors RWeka K 6
Partial least squares
pls Partial Least Squares pls ncomp 2
simpls Partial Least Squares pls ncomp 2
Principal component regression gcvEarth Multivariate Adapt. Reg. Splines earth degree 3
Base Lines
OptimalClass Optimal Classifier 1
PessimalClass Pessimal Classifier 1
MajorityClass Majority Classifier 1
MinorityClass Minority Classifier 1
RandomClass Random Classifier 3
Table 2: Pool of classifiers used: families, techniques, tuned parameters and number of models per variant to obtain 128
classifiers.
according to IRT models. Furthermore, the use of these classifiers helps with the interpretability of easy
instances (avoiding flat curves). Ignoring these instances in a first analysis would not show us what happens
with these non-discriminating cases (the models give an undefined value for the discrimination parameter).215
In the end, when we are given new examples or new datasets we can never know in advance if an example can
get systematically right answers from all classifiers. By adding these special classifiers we are certain that
we do not need to make a two-stage procedure (estimate, clean the non-discriminating cases, and estimate
again).We have to take into account that when we add the special classifiers, some metrics of fit (e.g.,
the item or model fit statistics5) get corrupted by divisions by zeros (because of the optimal and pessimal220
classifiers are right and wrong respectively, all the time). As a result, we will not use the item-fit statistics as
the quality of the estimation. Instead we can look at the correlations. Note that IRT is expected to produce
very different results from what we get if we calculate the percentage of examples that are misclassified (e.g.,
accuracy) or the percentage of classifiers that are wrong with an example. What we just check is whether
the correlations between abilities and performance, and between difficulty and the percentage of classifiers225
that are wrong with an example, are positive.
As we have seen, there are logistic IRT models with one, two and three parameters. Also, they can be
5Fit statistics determine whether an IRT model fits the data well enough to use the examinee estimates.
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estimated with several libraries. In this paper, we use some publicly IRT packages in R 6. In particular, we
do most of the experiments using 3PL models and an MLE approach to estimate the models’ parameters of
all instances and the classifiers’ ability simultaneously, as usual in IRT.230
We use the ltm [22] R package, which implements the previously mentioned Birnbaum’s method, to be
consistent with our previous work [1, 8]. The MIRT R package [23] has also been used to check whether
(a) the estimated parameters are consistent, and (b) both methods obtain similar maximum likelihood
locations. It should also be noted that the IRT estimation methods have, in general, some requirements
and limitations in terms of minimum sample size and maximum number of items in order to obtain stable235
item parameters. In general, samples of at least 20-30 examinees (classifiers) are required for dichotomical
models. Nevertheless, many IRT libraries (including ltm) output indicators of the goodness of fit, which can
be used as a criterion to know whether the number of techniques or examples might be insufficient. Hence,
occasionally, if the results from ltm are unstable (according to fit/goodness measures) we use the results
from the MIRT package instead, which has shown to be more robust.240
Furthermore, these and other common methods used in IRT can be trapped in local minima or may
not converge, with zero estimates for some guessing parameters or a non-positive definite Hessian matrix at
convergence. This seems to be a methodological issue since other well-known IRT packages (using maximum
likelihood to estimate the IRT parameters) have similar limitations (mostly when it comes to datasets with
more than a thousand items [24]). Further tuning of some parameters, such as the starting values, the245
parameter scaling vector and the optimiser, may lead to successful convergence. In any case, it is important
to highlight that IRT is applied to the test split, not to the training split. For very large datasets, with
millions of examples, one could train with a large proportion of the examples and test with a very small
part (<1000 instances), and still get a good estimation for them. This could be done as part of the cross-
validation process and ultimately get the difficulties for all instances (and average the abilities). In all250
cases, we derive the 3 model parameters that characterise an instance: difficulty, guessing parameter and
discrimination power, as we will analyse in the following section7. The ability of a classifier is also estimated
at the same time. We will study the ability parameter in Section 6.
4. Instance parameters: discrimination, guessing and difficulty
The 3-parameter logistic model is composed of three parameters per instance: difficulty, discrimination255
and guessing. In order to understand these parameters, we can use the toy Cassini dataset first (see Figure 2).
In this case, 200 IRT models were derived (one per instance) and 128 values of ability for the set of classifiers
were estimated. The parameters for six items are shown in Table 3. The examples of item characteristic
curves8 (ICCs) are presented in Figure 3. What we see is that some instances are more difficult than others:
instance “2” has difficulty 0.96 while instance “3” has difficulty -2.1. The slopes (discrimination parameter)260
for instances “1” to “4” are positive but with very different difficulties. We also see that the guessing
parameters are very different, ranging from 0.67 for item “2” to 0 for many others.
Let us explore these parameters in more detail.
4.1. The difficulty parameter
The item parameter that seems easiest to understand is difficulty. Intuitively, easy items are solved by265
almost all classifiers, and difficulty items are those that are only solved by very able classifiers. This is
clear in the examples in Figure 3, items “1” and “3” are easier than “2” and “4”. Note that difficulties
go unbounded from −∞ to ∞. However, depending on the assumptions made for the estimation of the
parameters, the magnitude of difficulty can be more or less meaningful. If the particular IRT technique
6An overview of all IRT packages is given in https://cran.r-project.org/web/views/Psychometrics.html.
7The whole list of classifiers parameters as well as the data used in the experiments, plots, configuration files and the full
code can be downloaded from https://github.com/nandomp/IRT4ML.
8All ICCs for both the Cassini and the UCI datasets can be analysed in our Shiny application IRT4ML in https://nandomp.
shinyapps.io/IRT4ML/. This web application has been developed to help readers understand and analyse visually the IRT
parameters for each dataset and experiment.
8
Dataset:  b__Cassini_3c_200e_10n.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.4 0.4 0.2 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.281  − (Rnd_B):  0.308  − (Rnd_C):  0.316 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.224  − (Rnd_B):  0.244  − (Rnd_C):  0.251 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.36 
 Opt (Abil):  0.099  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.883 
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Figure 2: Visualisation of the Cassini toy dataset. Different shapes represent different classes. Those instances with positive
slope are represented with different shades of blue to yellow, while negative slope are represented with different shades of orange
to red. ICCs of those instances labelled with a number are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
Item Gussng (c) Dffclt (b) Dscrmn (a)
1 0.0000013 -1.780543467 3.0209284
2 0.6736535 0.962307474 4.3968907
3 0.0000005 -2.131842918 5.7883337
4 0.0550886 -0.131519369 4.7300441
5 0.0000000 -1.225138876 -1.3837845
6 0.0000000 -2.393864040 -1.5230734
Table 3: ICC parameters for the plots in Figures 3 and 4.
assumes that abilities are distributed normally and centred at 0, we expect difficulties to be around 0 as270
well, because difficulty and abilities are in the same units and subtracting in the 3PL model, see Eq. 1
—although difficulties may not follow a normal distribution. The best understanding is that, according to
Eq. 1, we need an ability of bi to have a probability of correct response (classification) of
ci+1
2 .
But if we look at Table 3 we see that item “6” is very easy, while apparently it is just noise (a “square”
example at one far edge of the an area dominated by triangles). Is this example difficult or is it just noise275
(and hence the notion of difficulty should not be applied)? In order to answer the question we have to look
at several general questions about instance difficulty. What happens with items that are not solved by any
classifier? Are they extremely difficult or just noise (and hence solving them would be overfitting and hence
bad)? And what if there is no relation between classifier ability and success for a particular instance, or this
relation is negative?280
In order to fully understand the difficulty parameter, we need to look at the discrimination parameter
ai and also the baseline guessing parameter ci.
4.2. The discrimination parameter
The discrimination parameter (slope) is a measure of the capability of an item to differentiate between
individuals (classifiers). Therefore, when applying IRT to evaluate classifiers, the slope of an instance can285
9
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Figure 3: Examples of ICCs (with positive slope) of the points labelled in Figure 2 from “1” to “4”. Classifier are also shown
around the ICCs as dots, placed at the top of the plot (y = 1) if the classifier is correct for the instance, and at the bottom
(y = 0) otherwise, with the x value of the dot being the ability of the classifier. Artificial classifiers are named. The probability
of correct response for the ability values of the three random classifiers are plotted with blue dotted lines (cut points) usually
appearing together or very close.
be used to indicate if the instance is useful to distinguish between strong or weak classifiers for a problem.
From the 200 instances in Cassini, 180 had positive slopes (i.e., positive discrimination values), matching
the common assumption of IRT and the nice ICCs in Figure 3. In these cases, the probability of correct
responses is positively related to the estimated ability of the classifiers. But negative discrimination values
were observed for 20 instances. We can identify them in Figure 2 as those with an yellowish or reddish colour.290
Figure 4 shows two ICCs examples: cases “5” and “6”. Since the discrimination is negative, this means that
these instances are most frequently well classified by the weakest classifiers. These cases are anomalous in
IRT (usually referred to as “abstruse” or “idiosyncratic” items). But in the context of machine learning,
these are precisely the instances that may be most useful to identify particular situations. For example,
if two instances 1 and 2 in a binary classification problem have exactly the same features but belong to295
different classes, then P (U1j = 1|Θj) = 1− P (U2j = 1|Θj). In this situation, one of the instances may have
been wrongly labelled, which can result in a negative-slope ICC. Focusing on the Cassini dataset, all noisy
instances put on purpose have negative slope (plus a very few others located on the boundaries between
classes).
The same applies when using the Heart-statlog dataset (Figure 5), but in this case, where no noisy300
instances are introduced on purpose (but there might be noise originally), negative slopes usually appear
for instances that are in regions of the instance space dominated by the other classes. Note that the
visualisation by only two principal components adds some distortion here. Still, these mislabelled examples,
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Item Characteristic Curve ("6")
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Figure 4: Examples of ICCs (negative slope) of the points labelled in Figure 2 as “5” and “6”. Classifier abilities are plotted
at y = 1 if the classifier is correct, otherwise, at y = 0. Artificial classifiers are named.
difficulty levels, as Figure 5 shows. Nonetheless, the negative discrimination is really giving us this extra305
dimension to determine when an instance is actually well aligned with ability (1, with positive discrimination,
and only the good classifiers can solve it); when it has a high misclassification ratio happening with good
and bad classifiers equally (2, discrimination close to 0), or when it is not aligned with ability (3, negative
discrimination, with more good classifiers misclassifying it than bad classifiers). These three cases do not
correspond to borderline, overfitted or outlying instances necessarily. There is no sufficiency correspondence310
either. For instance, the only clear outlier in Figure 5 seems to be located at the top left area of the plot,
with negative discrimination and low difficulty, but other examples with similar parameters exist in other
areas. The parameters explain the role of the examples when evaluating different classifiers. For instance,
according to IRT, the more instances we have of type 1 the more robust the evaluation seems to be.
By looking at the discrimination parameter for several instances, we now clearly see that difficulty alone315
is insufficient to understand what is going on with an instance, and that the discrimination parameter,
especially when negative, can highlight the key instances in a dataset. We will analyse this further jointly
with the difficulty parameter at the end of this section. But we look at the guessing parameter first.
4.3. The guessing parameter
In IRT, the pseudo-guess (or guessing) parameter (characterising the lower asymptote of the ICCs) tells320
us how likely the examinees are to obtain the correct answer by (random) guessing. Namely, even if the
examinee does not know anything about the matter (has an ability equal to −∞), he or she can still have
some chance to succeed. For instance, on a multiple choice testing item with four possible answers, the
guessing parameter should be 0.25.
However, we now find that, when applying IRT in machine learning, the guessing parameter has nothing325
to do with the original meaning for psychometrics. Following the above definition, our intuition would tell
us that the guessing parameter should be equal to one divided by the number of classes. But we see it is
not the case when evaluating classifiers with datasets. An illustrative example of this can be seen again
if we go back to Figure 3, which plots some examples of ICCs for the Cassini dataset (3 classes). We see
that the lower asymptotes of the ICCs take different values which, although helping the logistic model to be330
more flexible, are very different from what one would expect for this dataset (which would depend on the
class distribution). If we plot the probability of correct response for the ability values of the three random
classifiers as a cut point (dashed blue lines) in Figure 3, we get values around 0.25, 0.67, 0.45 and 0.06,
which in some cases differ very much with respect to the guessing parameters, in this case 0.0, 0.67, 0.0
and 0.06. From the rest of experiments with UCI datasets used we concluded exactly the same —initially335
surprising— fact.
11
Dataset:  03_heart−statlog.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.56 0.44 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.508  − (Rnd_B):  0.508  − (Rnd_C):  0.49 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.48  − (Rnd_B):  0.48  − (Rnd_C):  0.467 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.5072 
 Opt (Abil):  0.076  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.787 
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Figure 5: Visualisation of the Heart dataset using the first two principal components. Different shapes represent different
classes. Those instances with positive slope are represented with different shades of blue to yellow, while negative slope are
represented with different shades of orange to red.
Instead, we can compute the average conditional probability of success of all classifiers of a given ability,






where N is the number of instances.
And now, interestingly, if we take the abilities θ of the three random classifiers for Cassini, which are340
−2.2, −2.1 and −2.1, we get the values of pSuccess(θ) equal to 0.35, 0.36 and 0.36 respectively. As the
class proportions for this dataset are 0.4, 0.4 and 0.2 and the random classifiers use the prior distribution,
we have 0.42 + 0.42 + 0.22 = 0.36 as expected accuracy, which explains these values.
As a conclusion, the guessing parameter has to be interpreted as an extra degree of freedom to fit the
logistic models, but not linked to the class distribution. Interestingly, as we have introduced the pessimal345
classifier, it is even clearer that linking the guessing parameter to the number of classes or their distribution
does not make sense, as there can be models, at least in theory (e.g., the pessimal classifier), that have 0
accuracy even for two classes.
This means that if we look at instance “2” on Figure 3, we see that a better fit is performed against the
intuition that the worst possible classifier should have a probability of 0 of getting the instance right, and not350
about 0.67 as we see on the y-axis. This suggests that 2PL models, only using difficulty and discrimination,
might be more intuitive, despite having less flexibility. Overall, however, the number of examples with a
guessing parameter that is not close to zero is not very high. In what follows, we still use the 3PL models
because we want to further analyse whether the guessing parameter might be indicative of some special
examples.355
4.4. IRT parameters and instance hardness measures
In the previous subsections, we have seen that some instances, the most interesting ones (noisy ones and
those on the boundaries) could be characterised by looking at difficulty and discrimination (and to a lesser
12
extent, perhaps, guessing). This suggests that one single factor is insufficient to characterise items properly.
Also, it is important to remind that in IRT the value of difficulty is not equal to 1 minus the proportion of360







This leads us to a tradition of methods estimating difficulty or hardness by other (simpler) methods.
Smith et al. [5] perform a very comprehensive analysis of instance hardness metrics. Table 4 includes a
range of instance hardness measures. They are based on different factors that are thought to influence
hardness, such as how well surrounded they are of instances of the same class, overlaps or complexities of365
boundaries, information required to classify the example, likelihood and class imbalance issues9. Also, in
[5] they compared these measures with the results of several machine learning methods individually and in
aggregation, by calculating one minus the average probability of correctly classifying the instance for a set of
classifiers. This populational measure is what they call the instance hardness using the indicator function,
denoted by them by IHind, which is Eq. 3 on expectation (they also introduce the same function but using370
the predicted class scores or probabilities for the true class, i.e., as soft classifiers).
Abbr. +/- Measure Description
kDN + k-Disagreeing Neighbours Overlap of an instance using all of the data set features on a subset of the
instances
DS − Disjunct Size Complexity of the decision boundary for an instance.
DCP − Disjunct Class Percentage Overlap of an instance using a subset of the features and a subset of the
instances.
TDU + Tree Depth (unpruned tree) The description length of an instance in an induced C4.5 decision tree
without pruning.
TDP + Tree Depth (pruned tree) The description length of an instance in an induced C4.5 decision tree
with pruning.
CL − Class Likelihood Overlap of an instance using all of the features and all of the instances.
CLD − Class Likelihood Difference Relative overlap of an instance using all of the features and all of the
instances.
MV + Minority Value Class skew.
CB − Class balance Class skew.
Table 4: Instance hardness measures from [5].
Smith et al. [5] compare the population-dependent IH with all the population-independent hardness
measures in Table 4. In order to do the comparison they use Spearman correlation, which is reasonable
since the measures of instance hardness have different magnitudes and we are interested in monotonic (but
possibly non-linear) relations. They show that kDN is the measure with highest (absolute) correlation with375
IH (0.830) and TDP is the one with lowest (absolute) correlation (0.324).
We are here interested in how the three IRT parameters relate to the populational instance hardness
value IH and the non-populational measures. In order to do this we calculate all the instance hardness
measures in Table 4 for the 12 datasets in Table 1. We also calculate the IH values for all the instances in
these datasets by averaging the classification mistakes of the 128 classifiers described in Section 3 (as we use380
a uniform weighting for all classifiers this is the same as one minus the proportion of classifiers that predict
the example correctly, as for Eq. 3). The IRT parameters are also estimated as also explained in Section 3.
The Spearman correlation matrices are shown in Figure 6. For those measures for which higher magnitudes
correspond to less hardness, we have changed the sign of the measure (those shown with +/− in Table 4),
so that the direction of the magnitude is well-aligned for all measures. This makes the analysis easier to see,385
especially as we are using green colours for positive correlations and red colours for negative correlations.
We first look at the IRT instance parameters. We see that discrimination and difficulty usually have
a moderate positive correlation (from 0.65 for Echocardiogram, except for Hepatitis, with −0.06). The
9We found that two measures, MV and CB, are exactly the same for all datasets and combinations. This is correct and
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Figure 6: Correlations between population-dependent IRT parameters and IH values and population-independent instance
hardness measures for the 12 datasets in Table 1. Some cells are empty because all the values are equal for all instances.
Discrimination (a) is shortened as ‘Discrmn’, difficulty (b) is shortened as ‘Dffclt’ and guessing (c) is shortened as ‘Gussng’.
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correlation between discrimination and guessing is usually small. Finally, the correlation between difficulty
and guessing is small too, except for Seeds (0.63) and Ecoli (0.48). This suggests that the only two parameters390
for which there is a very important interaction is discrimination and difficulty, but perhaps not sufficient as
to conflate both into a single hardness measure.
If we look at IH and compare it with the other populational-based parameters, we see that IH has a
very different range of correlations with guessing. However, when we look at discrimination and IH we
find that most datasets have a negative correlation. On the contrary, these correlations are always positive395
between IH and difficulty (for some datasets as high as 0.81), which was expected, as hardness and difficulty
were designed to account for similar concepts. However, the overall picture suggests that even if IH is more
aligned with difficulty, it still conflates what discrimination and difficulty are separating.
We now compare these three indicators with the populational-independent instance hardness measures.
The instance hardness measures against discrimination have a rather independent behaviour, only a few400
datasets (Echocardiogram, Hepatitis) show a strong (negative) correlation with some of of the measures.
Difficulty, which we would expect to positively correlate strongly, has some moderate positive correlations
with some of the instance hardness measures, but very small or even negative for others, although this
varies from dataset to dataset. For instance, for kDN we find 0.53, 0.47, 0.52 for the datasets Hepatitis,
Balance-scale and Energy, but very low positive correlations for others. For MV (and CB) we find 0.5, 0.71,405
0.8, 0.48 for Ionosphere, Energy, Ecoli and Flags, but very low positive correlations for others. Finally, the
guessing parameter seems generally independent of instance hardness measures (only Ecoli gives a surprising
MV and CB correlation of 0.59).
In summary, IRT gives some information that is not comparable or reducible to any of the measures in
the literature. IH can actually disguise more than one component, which appears as discrimination and410
difficulty here. Also, difficulty could sometimes be more strongly related to a notion of locality (kDN) but
sometimes heavily affected by class balance. The imbalance problem issue will be revisited in the following
sections.
5. Choosing the right IRT configuration
Now that we have a better understanding of the IRT item parameters, their interaction and, most415
especially, their distinctive character with respect to other previous measures, we can analyse in more depth
the IRT models for the 12 real datasets we have chosen for our study. We are focusing on two questions we
raised in the previous section about the best model configuration.
The first question is about the guessing parameter. We understood that this parameter could not
capture the prior class distribution and was simply an extra parameter that gave more flexibility to the420
models. Consequently, there was a dilemma: using a 2PL model assumed a 0 guessing parameter (allowing
models to be wrong for all instances), which was also simpler, but a 3PL model was more flexible and could
allow for a better fit. In order to resolve this dilemma, we are going to analyse the IRT parameters for these
two configurations (2PL and 3PL models) for the 12 datasets.
The second question is also motivated by the prior class distribution. In a classification problem, some425
classes are more frequent than others. However, in IRT, we do not expect some responses to be more frequent
than others. In principle, in a questionnaire, if students knew that answer “a” is, for instance, much more
frequent than answer “b”, this would automatically make students favour answers “a” or even choose “a”
systematically. As a result, items whose solution is “b” would be more difficult, as almost no student would
take the risk of answering them correctly. This phenomenon is not covered by the guessing parameter in430
IRT either. This suggests that in order to get rid of this phenomenon, we could apply the IRT estimation
process to a balanced version of the dataset. More precisely, the classifiers are learnt with the original data
distribution, but the IRT parameters are estimated with balanced classes. This is achieved by oversampling
the minority classes. Note that this is performed during cross-validation and does not affect the classifiers,
it just makes IRT inference methods pay the same attention to examples of all classes.435
So now we have three different configurations: imbalanced (original) 2PL models, imbalanced (original)
3PL models and balanced 3PL models. Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the 12 datasets. The left column shows the
15
difficulty and discrimination parameters with the 2PL model, the middle column shows them when obtained
with a 3PL model and the right column shows them with a 3PL model where classes are balanced for IRT
estimation, as explained above.440
If we compare the two first columns for the 12 datasets we see that 2PL models usually generate more
negative discriminations. For instance, Hepatitis, Ionosphere, Parkinsons and Teaching are full of examples
with negative discrimination with the 2PL models. Actually, in Hepatitis, Ionosphere and Parkinsons, all
the examples of the minority class have negative discrimination. This suggests that some good classifiers
are not able to get good results for the minority class and this is interpreted by the estimation procedures as445
that these examples should have negative discrimination. This would make the analysis mostly useless. On
the contrary, by including the guessing parameter the percentage of examples with negative discrimination
is reduced very significantly. The extra parameter accommodates these cases in a different way, by moving
up the curves and, in the large majority of cases, inverting the slope. The only case where the situation is
not fully solved is Hepatitis, where the negative discriminations are less steep but still covering the whole450
minority class.
If we look at the difficulties, even if we are showing only two principal components and the boundaries
are not the actual boundaries between classes, we see two things. First, the difficulties are slightly smaller
in general for the 3PL models with respect to the 2PL models, which is consistent with the addition of a
baseline for the guessing parameters. Second, and more importantly, we see that the highest difficulties are455
usually around boundary areas and minority classes.
We want to see whether the balanced version of the 3PL model shown in the third column is able to
address some of the remaining issues. Effectively, we see that most negative discriminations also disappear
for Hepatitis. About difficulty, we do not see a significant change. Note that the classifiers are still trained
with the original data distribution. Consequently, they still pay more attention to the majority classes and460
neglect the minority classes. And this is still seen by IRT, but no longer confused with an abundance of
negative discrimination parameters.
Finally, there is another good reason why a 3PL model and its balancing could be advantageous over the
2PL model. Here we pay attention to the datasets that had many negative discrimination values: Ionosphere,
Hepatitis and Parkinsons. Figure 10 shows that for these three datasets the relation between ability and465
accuracy is counterintuitive for the 2PL model. The large number of negative discrimination examples spoils
everything. Things improve significantly for Ionosphere and Parkinsons when we move to the 3PL models.
We now see a monotonically increasing relation between ability and accuracy. However, for Hepatitis, the
relation is still inappropriate. This last case is solved by the 3PL model with balancing, as we see in the
right column. Also, the right column usually places the extreme classifiers (Optimal, Pessimal, Majority470
and Minority) at more reasonable locations.
Overall, we see that for some datasets the model configuration can be important. Our recommendation
for a single dataset just follows what we have seen in the previous figures. If the 2PL model gives a large
number of negative discrimination instances, we should try with a 3PL model. If we still find the phenomenon
and the classes are imbalanced, we can try a 3PL model where the test examples are balanced on purpose.475
This also affects the only classifier parameter, ability, as we have seen in Figure 10. We have not paid much
attention to this parameter yet. The next section fully explores its meaning and relevance.
6. Classifier analysis: ability
As we mentioned in the introduction, IRT has a dual character in the way that we get information about
the items (instances) but also about the respondents (classifiers). IRT estimates a value of ability θ for each480
classifier. How is this indicator interpreted? This is what we see next.
6.1. Estimated abilities and actual classifier performance
At the end of the previous section we saw that ability and accuracy are positively related but not
completely linearly. Of course, complete linearity is not necessarily what we want or expect, as IRT weights
examples differently. For instance, if a classifier can solve very difficult examples but fails on some easy ones,485
IRT can consider that the former have more value than the latter, depending on their item parameters.
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Dataset:  01_chocardiogram.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.67 0.33 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.441  − (Rnd_B):  0.451  − (Rnd_C):  0.597 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.46  − (Rnd_B):  0.467  − (Rnd_C):  0.692 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.5578 
 Opt (Abil):  −0.165  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.796 
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Dataset:  01_chocardiogram.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.67 0.33 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.523  − (Rnd_B):  0.496  − (Rnd_C):  0.463 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.596  − (Rnd_B):  0.525  − (Rnd_C):  0.474 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.5578 
 Opt (Abil):  0.024  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.818 
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Dataset:  01_chocardiogram.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.5 0.5 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.446  − (Rnd_B):  0.458  − (Rnd_C):  0.433 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.405  − (Rnd_B):  0.404  − (Rnd_C):  0.412 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.5 
 Opt (Abil):  −0.649  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.746 
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Dataset:  02_hepatitis.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.21 0.79 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.761  − (Rnd_B):  0.725  − (Rnd_C):  0.715 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.897  − (Rnd_B):  0.823  − (Rnd_C):  0.815 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.6682 
 Opt (Abil):  0.091  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.858 
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Dataset:  02_hepatitis.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.21 0.79 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.713  − (Rnd_B):  0.744  − (Rnd_C):  0.659 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.815  − (Rnd_B):  0.858  − (Rnd_C):  0.75 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.6682 
 Opt (Abil):  −1.294  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.788 
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Dataset:  02_hepatitis.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.5 0.5 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.372  − (Rnd_B):  0.394  − (Rnd_C):  0.355 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.354  − (Rnd_B):  0.384  − (Rnd_C):  0.327 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.5 
 Opt (Abil):  2.543  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.821 
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Dataset:  3_heart−statlog.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.56 0.44 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.471  − (Rnd_B):  0.476  − (Rnd_C):  0.496 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.447  − (Rnd_B):  0.451  − (Rnd_C):  0.461 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Clas fier):  0.5072 
 Opt (Abil):  −0.083  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.771 
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Dataset:  03_heart−statlog.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.56 0.44 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.508  − (Rnd_B):  0.508  − (Rnd_C):  0.49 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.48  − (Rnd_B):  0.48  − (Rnd_C):  0.467 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Cla ifier):  0.5072 
 Opt (Abil):  0.076  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.787 
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Dataset:  3_heart−statlog.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.5 0.5 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.428  − (Rnd_B):  0.428  − (Rnd_C):  0.428 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.421  − (Rnd_B):  0.421  − (Rnd_C):  0.421 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.5 
 Opt (Abil):  2.873  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.898 
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Dataset:  04_ionosphere.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.36 0.64 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.717  − (Rnd_B):  0.723  − (Rnd_C):  0.711 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.714  − (Rnd_B):  0.731  − (Rnd_C):  0.704 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.5392 
 Opt (Abil):  −0.58   − Opt (AvgProb):  0.897 
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Dataset:  04_ionosphere.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.36 0.64 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.546  − (Rnd_B):  0.547  − (Rnd_C):  0.538 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.549  − (Rnd_B):  0.552  − (Rnd_C):  0.532 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Cla ifier):  0.5392 
 Opt (Abil):  1.903  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.925 
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Dataset:  04_ionosphere.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.5 0.5 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.429  − (Rnd_B):  0.398  − (Rnd_C):  0.438 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.425  − (Rnd_B):  0.392  − (Rnd_C):  0.435 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.5 
 Opt (Abil):  2.329  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.92 
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Figure 7: Visualisation of the datasets Echocardiogram, Hepatitis, Heart-Statlog and Ionosphere using the first two principal
components. Difficulty and discrimination are shown with size and colours respectively. The left column shows a 2PL model,
the middle column shows a 3PL model and the right column shows a 3PL model where classes are balanced for IRT estimation.
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Dataset:  05_parkinsons.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.25 0.75 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.869  − (Rnd_B):  0.846  − (Rnd_C):  0.843 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.97  − (Rnd_B):  0.968  − (Rnd_C):  0.967 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.625 
 Opt (Abil):  0.036  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.881 
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Dataset:  05_parkinsons.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.25 0.75 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.694  − (Rnd_B):  0.674  − (Rnd_C):  0.678 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.747  − (Rnd_B):  0.7  − (Rnd_C):  0.706 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.625 
 Opt (Abil):  1.579  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.92 
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Dataset:  05_parkinsons.csv 
 Num classes:  2 
 Prop classes:  0.5 0.5 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.431  − (Rnd_B):  0.513  − (Rnd_C):  0.497 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.36  − (Rnd_B):  0.53  − (Rnd_C):  0.492 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.5 
 Opt (Abil):  4.4  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.928 
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Dataset:  06_balance−scale.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.08 0.46 0.46 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.394  − (Rnd_B):  0.39  − (Rnd_C):  0.39 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.385  − (Rnd_B):  0.384  − (Rnd_C):  0.384 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.4296 
 Opt (Abil):  5.215  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.926 
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Dataset:  06_balance−scale.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.08 0.46 0.46 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.426  − (Rnd_B):  0.435  − (Rnd_C):  0.432 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.39  − (Rnd_B):  0.406  − (Rnd_C):  0.401 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.4296 
 Opt (Abil):  5.527  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.955 
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Dataset:  06_balance−scale.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.33 0.33 0.33 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.223  − (Rnd_B):  0.223  − (Rnd_C):  0.224 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.147  − (Rnd_B):  0.147  − (Rnd_C):  0.147 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.3267 
 Opt (Abil):  6.684  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.933 
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Dataset:  07_energy_s.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.46 0.18 0.35 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.36  − (Rnd_B):  0.347  − (Rnd_C):  0.396 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.374  − (Rnd_B):  0.358  − (Rnd_C):  0.425 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Clas ifier):  0.3665 
 Opt (Abil):  2.986  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.949 
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Dataset:  07_energy_s.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.46 0.18 0.35 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.334  − (Rnd_B):  0.334  − (Rnd_C):  0.37 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.323  − (Rnd_B):  0.323  − (Rnd_C):  0.34 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Cla ifier):  0.3665 
 Opt (Abil):  3.653  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.96 
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Dataset:  07_energy_s.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0. 3 0.33 0.33 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.292  − (Rnd_B):  0.294  − (Rnd_C):  0.293 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.288  − (Rnd_B):  0.291  − (Rnd_C):  0.289 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.3267 
 Opt (Abil):  3.955  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.943 
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Dataset:  08_seeds.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.33 0.33 0.33 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.318  − (Rnd_B):  0.334  − (Rnd_C):  0.349 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.282  − (Rnd_B):  0.316  − (Rnd_C):  0.355 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Clas ifier):  0.3267 
 Opt (Abil):  0.413  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.92 
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Dataset:  08_seeds.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.33 0.33 0.33 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.352  − (Rnd_B):  0.393  − (Rnd_C):  0.384 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.354  − (Rnd_B):  0.402  − (Rnd_ ):  0.397 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Clas ifier):  0.3267 
 Opt (Abil):  0.697  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.924 
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Dataset:  08_seeds.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.33 0.33 0.33 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.313  − (Rnd_B):  0.368  − (Rnd_C):  0.353 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.291  − (Rnd_B):  0.369  − (Rnd_C):  0.348 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.3267 
 Opt (Abil):  0.735  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.925 
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Figure 8: Visualisation of the datasets Parkinsons, Balance, Energy and Seeds using the first two principal components.
Difficulty and discrimination are show with size and colours respectively. The left column shows a 2PL model, the middle
column shows a 3PL model and the right column shows a 3PL model where classes are balanced for IRT estimation. Note:
Some jitter has been added in the plots of “Balance-scale” and “Energy” for a clearer visualisation.
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Dataset:  09_teaching.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.32 0.33 0.34 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.521  − (Rnd_B):  0.521  − (Rnd_C):  0.521 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.602  − (Rnd_B):  0.595  − (Rnd_C):  0.61 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.3269 
 Opt (Abil):  −0.753  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.522 
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Dataset:  09_teaching.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.32 0.33 0.34 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.347  − (Rnd_B):  0.362  − (Rnd_C):  0.36 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.318  − (Rnd_B):  0.328  − (Rnd_C):  0.328 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.3269 
 Opt (Abil):  1.471  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.668 
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Dataset:  09_teaching.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.33 0.33 0.33 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.303  − (Rnd_B):  0.339  − (Rnd_C):  0.31 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.248  − (Rnd_B):  0.329  − (Rnd_C):  0.276 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.3267 
 Opt (Abil):  3.238  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.871 
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Dataset:  10_vertebral−column.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.19 0.32 0.48 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.321  − (Rnd_B):  0.321  − (Rnd_C):  0.352 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.274  − (Rnd_B):  0.274  − (Rnd_C):  0.287 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.3689 
 Opt (Abil):  0.538  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.816 
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Dataset:  10_vertebral−column.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.19 0.32 0.48 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.399  − (Rnd_B):  0.403  − (Rnd_C):  0.389 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.377  − (Rnd_B):  0.377  − (Rnd_C):  0.366 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.3689 
 Opt (Abil):  1.134  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.836 
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Dataset:  10_vertebral−column.csv 
 Num classes:  3 
 Prop classes:  0.33 0.33 0.33 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.269  − (Rnd_B):  0.287  − (Rnd_C):  0.314 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.234  − (Rnd_B):  0.266  − (Rnd_C):  0.275 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.3267 
 Opt (Abil):  1.283  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.804 
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Dataset:  11_ecoli.csv 
 Num classes:  5 
 Prop classes:  0.44 0.24 0.11 0.06 0.16 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.277  − (Rnd_B):  0.258  − (Rnd_C):  0.294 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.242  − (Rnd_B):  0.229  − (Rnd_C):  0.249 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.2925 
 Opt (Abil):  2.629  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.911 
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Dataset:  11_ecoli.csv 
 Num classes:  5 
 Prop classes:  0.44 0.24 0.11 0.06 0.16 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.27  − (Rnd_B):  0.282  − (Rnd_C):  0.275 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.2  − (Rnd_B):  0.218  − (Rnd_C):  0.212 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.2925 
 Opt (Abil):  4.024  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.935 
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Dataset:  11_ecoli.csv 
 Num classes:  5 
 Prop classes:  0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.139  − (Rnd_B):  0.134  − (Rnd_C):  0.146 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.085  − (Rnd_B):  0.085  − (Rnd_C):  0.086 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.2 
 Opt (Abil):  5.037  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.923 
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Dataset:  12_flags.csv 
 Num classes:  5 
 Prop classes:  0.22 0.34 0.2 0.15 0.08 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.265  − (Rnd_B):  0.268  − (Rnd_C):  0.345 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.151  − (Rnd_B):  0.158  − (Rnd_C):  0.296 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Clas ifier):  0.2329 
 Opt (Abil):  1.569  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.731 
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Dataset:  12_flags.csv 
 Num classes:  5 
 Prop classes:  0.22 0.34 0.2 0.15 0.08 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.25  − (Rnd_B):  0.295  − (Rnd_C):  0.286 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.157  − (Rnd_B):  0.21  − (Rnd_C):  0.197 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Clas fier):  0.2329 
 Opt (Abil):  4.34   − Opt (AvgProb):  0.83 
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Dataset:  12_flags.csv 
 Num classes:  5 
 Prop classes:  0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
 AvgProb(Rnd_A):  0.2  − (Rnd_B):  0.189  − (Rnd_C):  0.188 
 MedianProb(Rnd_A):  0.12  − (Rnd_B):  0.111  − (Rnd_C):  0.109 
 Expected accuracy (Rnd Classifier):  0.2 
 Opt (Abil):  6.34  − Opt (AvgProb):  0.873 
 Pess (Abil):  −3.324  − Pess (AvgProb):  0.187 
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Figure 9: Visualisation of the datasets Teaching, Vertebral, Ecoli and Flags using the first two principal components. Difficulty
and discriminatio are shown with size and colours respectively. The left column shows a 2PL model, the middle column shows
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Figure 10: Scatter plot showing the relationship between the ability parameter θ and the classifier accuracy for Hepatitis,
Ionosphere and Parkinsons. The left column shows a 2PL model, the middle column shows a 3PL model and the right column
shows a 3PL model where classes are balanced for IRT estimation.
In order to better understand ability, Figures 11 (leftmost), 12 (leftmost) and 13 (leftmost) show the
estimated abilities of all classifiers using 3PL models (without balancing) for all the datasets in Table 1
against accuracy. The second leftmost plots in the same figures show the average probability of success
pSuccess(θc) given the ability of the classifier as we introduced in Eq. 2 against accuracy. In both cases, we490
see a strong relation, as expected, i.e., able classifiers have higher accuracy. It seems that the correlation
is more linear in the case of pSuccess(θc), but basically the two leftmost plots in these figures portray a
similar picture.
The interesting bit comes when we look at the extreme classifiers, such as Pessimal and Optimal. We
should expect that they had the worst and best estimated abilities respectively, but this is not what we see.495
Actually, there are many classifiers with higher ability than Optimal.
As we already saw in the previous section, this is related to how many instances there are with a negative
value of the discrimination parameter, because these greatly affect the estimation of the ability parameter
of the classifiers. By using a 3PL model and balancing the classes for IRT estimation we can minimise the
effect for some of the most flagrant cases, but we cannot eliminate all the negative discrimination cases.500
In order to show this, we are going to recalculate all the parameters and abilities, but previously removing
all instances with negative discrimination from the dataset. This is what we see in figures 11 (two rightmost
plots), 12 (two rightmost plots) and 13 (two rightmost plots). Now the Optimal and Pessimal classifiers
are (in most cases) the best and worst classifiers respectively. Also, we see that the accuracies and abilities
have a much more monotonic and tight relationship. In fact, by removing the examples with negative505
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Figure 11: (Two leftmost plots) Original Cassini dataset. (Two rightmost plots) Cassini dataset where those instances with
a negative discrimination parameter (a) have been removed. In both scenarios we display two scatter plots: one showing the
relationship between the ability parameter θ and the classifier accuracy and; and the second one, showing the relationship
between the average probability of success pSuccess(θc) given the ability of the classifier and their accuracy.
The outcome of this observation is that IRT penalises those classifiers that respond correctly to the
instances with negative discriminations, as a good classifier should be wrong with items with negative
discrimination. In other words, for instances with negative discrimination parameters, IRT considers that
the classifiers that succeed may be less able, either because they overfit, underfit or are right by chance.510
This might sound counterintuitive but is consistent with the item parameters. This suggests the common
practice in IRT of removing the items with low or negative discrimination, leaving only the items that are
useful to evaluate respondents for exams and tests. If we do that for a dataset, we are not sure that we
are removing noise or just odd instances that are well labelled, but we have an ability value that is more
indicative of the quality of the classifier.515
From a machine learning point of view, whether we have to remove the instances with negative discrim-
ination is an important question, but it depends on what we want to do. If we want to learn models, it is
more dubious whether they should be removed (but this should be analysed for each technique). However,
if we want to evaluate models, over a benchmark of datasets, it seems that removing these instances (from
the test set) can produce a more robust value of ability. We must also remember that, for a collection of520
classifiers, accuracy is not commensurate across datasets, but IRT puts all individual scores on a standard-
ised and commensurate, scale; so it is more meaningful to compare between datasets. Accuracy and other
related measures cannot do it right: estimate the “average accuracy” for many datasets does not make sense,
and average rankings (e.g., Friedman test) actually turn a discrete value (a rank) into a quantitative one
but without providing any insight about the quantitative differences between these values. On the other525
hand, when evaluating models over just one dataset, ability gives us the connection with the difficulty of
the instances, unlike accuracy and other related measures. Before a more extensive analysis is done, we will
not run into any conclusions.
6.2. Classifier characteristic curves
Once the different IRT parameters of each instance are estimated and understood, we propose to define530
a classifier characteristic curve (CCC) for each classifier of interest, inspired by the concept of person
characteristic curve previously developed in IRT. A CCC is a plot for the response probability (accuracy)
of a particular classifier as a function of the instance difficulty. Figure 14 presents the CCC of the subset
of classifiers in Table 5 for the Heart dataset10 using the difficulty parameter bi as was estimated in the
previous experiments with the population of classifiers. For producing the CCC, we divided the instances in535
bins of the same size according to the difficulty parameter. For each bin, we plot on the x-axis the average
difficulty of the instances in the bin and on the y-axis we plot the frequency of correct responses of the
classifier (accuracy). In this experiment, we excluded the instances with negative slopes.
In Figure 14 (top) we show the CCC obtained with the 70% of Heart-statlog, for which difficulties have
been obtained as before, using IRT on the test data (adopting 10-fold cross-validation). Since we wanted to540
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Figure 12: (Two leftmost plots) Original UCI datasets (1-6). (Two rightmost plots) UCI datasets (1-6) where those instances
with a negative discrimination parameter (a) have been removed. In both scenarios we display two scatter plots: one showing
the relationship between the ability parameter θ and the classifier accuracy and; and the second one, showing the relationship
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Figure 13: (Two leftmost plots) Original UCI datasets (7-12). (Two rightmost plots) UCI datasets (7-12) where those instances
with a negative discrimination parameter (a) have been removed. In both scenarios we display two scatter plots: one showing
the relationship between the ability parameter θ and the classifier accuracy and; and the second one, showing the relationship
between the average probability of success pSuccess(θc) given the ability of the classifier and their accuracy.
23
ID Classifier Acc
Rnd Random classifier 0.54
fda Flexible discriminant analysis 0.83
rpart Recursive partitioning 0.84
JRip Propositional rule learner 0.87
J48 Decision tree 0.89
SVM Support vector machine 0.96
IBK 2-nearest neighbours 0.93
RF Random forest 0.96
NN Neural network 0.97
Table 5: Classifiers of interest (using default parameters) and their accuracy for the Heart-statlog dataset. The selected











































Figure 14: Empirical classifier characteristic curves (across bins on the difficulty parameter) of the classifiers in Table 5 (Heart
dataset, negative discrimination instances filtered out). Dashed black vertical lines represent the average difficulty values for
the instances in each bin. (Top) CCC obtained with the 70% of Heart-statlog using cross-validation. (Bottom) CCC obtained































Figure 15: Theoretical classifier characteristic curves, i.e., probability of a correct response as a function of the difficulty
parameter for all the classifiers in Table 5 (Heart dataset, negative discrimination instances filtered out).
see some progression in the curves (sufficient detail) but still some robustness without spurious peaks, the
bins had to contain a minimum number of instances in each interval. As the dataset contains 226 instances
(with positive discrimination), and after a split (70-30%), about 70 of examples in the test set, we wanted a
minimum number of 10 examples per bin (with equal size this meant 6 bins approximately). Regarding the
results, the classifiers are roughly constant for the first three bins (easiest instances), corresponding to 34%545
of the instances considered. Apart from the random classifier, all get good results for these easy instances.
From the fourth bin, instances become more difficult in such a way that it is possible to start distinguishing
the classifiers’ abilities and some degrade sooner than others. For instance, rpart had a very good result for
easy instances but some problems with those of medium difficulty. In the fifth bin (17% of the instances),
rpart obtained the worst response probability (0.81), while the best classifiers are still the NN, SVM and550
RF with a response probability equal to 1. Finally, for the latest bin (17% of the instances), the really hard
instances, NN is the best classifier, followed by SVM with response probabilities 0.98 and 0.94. The most
striking and interesting case is J48. From being among the best classifiers for low and medium difficulties
it becomes the second-worst for high difficulties. This suggests that the notion of difficulty that IRT infers
may be related to Thornton’s separability index, defined as the percentage of the closest examples that are555
of the same class [25, 26], which is equivalent to the instance hardness measure kDN. However, as we saw
in Figure 6, the correlation was not that strong.
Finally, in Figure 14 (bottom) we use a validation dataset (30% of the examples that have not seen
before) in order to show whether the previous CCC plot can be used to select the (set of) best classifier(s)
according to the difficulty ranges of the instances. Since we do not know the difficulty values of these unseen560
examples, we estimate them in an straightforward way, by averaging the difficulty values of the most similar
examples in the original set. Then, we classify these instances by using the previous set of classifiers and plot
the results in a new CCC according to the estimated difficulties . The results are consistent with the top
figure. This means that, if there is any way to anticipate the difficulty of an instance (e.g., using proximity
as done here), we can decide which classifiers are preferable for that particular instance.565
As commented before, CCCs follow the philosophy of the Person Characteristic Curves (PCC), which
accommodate item difficulty in the x-axis (same as in CCCs) and the probability of correct response in the
y-axis (similar to accuracy in CCCs). Actually, the empirical value of the probability of correct response is
accuracy. In the same way we construct the empirical CCCs, we can also plot this theoretical probability
of a correct response. This is just using the IRT model and plotting the curve varying the difficulty. Note570
that we need to take average values for discrimination and guessing parameters for each range of difficulty
values. Taking the abilities of all the classifiers that we used to plot the CCCs in 14 (top), we obtain

























Figure 16: Empirical classifier characteristic curves plots (across bins on the discrimination parameter) of the classifiers in
Table 5 for the Heart dataset.
We also propose a different CCC plot using the discrimination parameter instead of difficulty on the575
x-axis. Figure 14 presents this variant of CCC for the same classifiers in Table 5, also for the Heart dataset.
In this case, we analyse the original non-filtered version because we are interested in the analysis of negative
discriminations. The construction procedure is similar to the previous case: collect binary responses and
divide the instances in bins ordered by the discrimination parameter. For each bin, we plot on the x-axis
the average range of the discrimination of the instances in the bin and in the y-axis we plot the frequency580
of correct responses (accuracy) of the classifier.
The shape of the curves is as surprising as interesting. The results are very bad for negative discrimina-
tions, but there is also a slightly weak area for very high discriminations (very steep slopes). If we look first
at the negative discriminations, we see that some methods that are very good for positive-discrimination
instances (e.g., SVM) are very bad for negative-discrimination instances. Actually, for the Heart dataset,585
it seems as if the best techniques in terms of accuracy (SVM or even RF) are also the best predictors for
discrimination (and vice versa). Actually, there seems to be a general pattern that the best models for
positive-discrimination instances are the worst for negative-discrimination instances, although this requires
further research. Of course, as expectable, the random model is the best for the negative-discrimination
instances, as this model is flat.590
The most interesting part for classifier evaluation happens at the right end. It seems that those instances
with very high slopes (very high discriminations) are the ones that can better discriminate between different
techniques. In other words, for medium discriminations, results are tighter and we would need several
instances to tell one classifier from another, but for high discrimination, only a few examples may suffice.
This links to one of the original motivations of IRT, being able to assess individuals (in our case classifiers)595
with as few items (in our case examples) as possible.
7. Discussion
The previous sections have analysed the item parameters and the classifier abilities in order to have a
better understanding of IRT when applied to classification problems in machine learning. When looking
at an instance, we see that its difficulty can be caused by several reasons: it can be borderline, it can be600
surrounded by examples of a different class (very low separability index), it can be an outlier, etc. With the
discrimination parameter, we at least can see whether it is difficult because only good methods are able to
identify it (but still solvable), having positive slope, or it is difficult because no method gets it right (having
a flat slope), or even good methods fail especially (because they want to find a pattern for it). This suggests
that discrimination can be very useful to analyse noise, on one hand, but also to analyse how expressive605
classifiers are, and whether they overfit, on the other hand. Many possible applications are suggested in [5]
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with instance hardness to characterise “why some instances are difficult to classify correctly”, but we can
give a more comprehensive view with discrimination and difficulty.
Another thing we have clarified is the guess parameter. This has to be ruled out as having any connection
with the class distribution or imbalance. The inclusion of random classifiers is useful to see how difficulty610
and ability can be calibrated. For instance, we could scale the difficulties and abilities values such that
they are zero for random classifiers, which would help interpretability. Nevertheless, we have seen that
by including the 3PL models that have the flexibility of the guess parameter, we obtain better fits, fewer
negative discrimination values and neater relations of ability with accuracy. Indeed, the IRT models can be
improved if the classes are balanced after training, in order to calculate the IRT parameters.615
The comparison with instance hardness measures has also shed light about the parameters. We have seen
that they provide something new, which had not been captured by the previous measures. The explanation
is clear here: hardness measures are population-independent while IRT parameters depend on a population.
Of course, this is at the same time an advantage and a disadvantage, IRT parameters are relative to the
chosen population, but if we want to analyse how items behave with a representative set of classifiers, this620
can give us more information. There is another populational-based measure, IH. However, this measure
confounds difficulty and discrimination, and it is not sufficient for explaining the different kinds of instances.
When analysing abilities, one of the first surprising results was that the optimal classifier does not get the
highest ability. This is not a mistake but a way to maintain the consistency between the expected responses
produced by the logistic models for good classifiers and their observed responses. If an instance has a625
negative slope, the expected response of the optimal classifiers for that instance is close to zero. However,
the observed response of the optimal classifier is always one. So, one way to produce a better fit of the
observed responses for that instance in isolation would be to demote the ability of the optimal classifier. In
this way, the difference between the expected response (defined by the ICC) and the observed response of
the optimal classifier would not be so large.630
Actually, if a classifier is predicting all test instances correctly, we do have a perfect classifier (probably
because the dataset is very easy). In usual circumstances, with imperfect classifiers, noisy datasets, etc., it
makes sense again to demote the optimal classifier, especially considering that other actually good classifiers
also make mistakes for the noisy instances. So, in this way, ability is a very interesting measure that portrays
a different information than accuracy. Actually, considering that the optimal classifier should have maximum635
ability was a wrong premise when we started the analysis of IRT in machine learning.
Once we have a solid understanding of IRT for classification problems, we can now suggest five main
application areas. First, IRT could be useful to improve classifier methods. We have seen that the discrim-
ination parameter could be used to identify those instances with noise or with particular characteristics, or
where the classifiers overfit. This can be done with the training dataset (using cross-validation) for a pool of640
common classification techniques (preferably efficient). Then, several criteria for exclusion of some instances
can be implemented during the learning of more computationally-demanding or less robust techniques. Also,
for some incremental methods (or new methods to be developed) it might be useful to order the examples
in some way, starting from those that are easier and more discriminative, and let the classifier be refined
for other more complex examples afterwards. Of course, all this should be analysed in conjunction with the645
relevant literature in instance selection [27, 28, 29].
The second (related) area is the construction of algorithm portfolios [30, 31]. By properly understanding
where the difficult instances are and how algorithms behave with them (most able algorithms being more
capable or not for these instances, according to discrimination), we can design better portfolios.
Actually, the third area is classifier selection during deployment. If there is any way to anticipate the650
difficulty of an instance, we can decide which classifiers are preferable for that particular instance (such as
[32], with no retraining, more similar to a reframing by difficulty, [33]), looking at the classifier characteristic
curves. The difficulty of an instance could be explored by comparing the predictions of several classifiers
(not against the true label, which is unknown, unlike we have done here with IH) or by comparing it with
other instances (in the training data) for which we have previously determined its difficulty.655
The fourth area goes around a better understanding of datasets. For instance, IRT parameters are
latent variables that could be related to the manifest variables, the dataset features. For instance, we
can find whether a particular subset of features contributes very significantly to the values of difficulty or
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discrimination. This can give us clues about how to avoid difficult items (e.g., in active learning, [34]) or
how to ensure that we pick discriminative items (e.g., again, in active learning). Also, new feature selection660
methods could be developed by taking the IRT parameters into account.
The fifth main area is evaluation. Actually, IRT was introduced for that. One possible direction is
the use of IRT to produce more discriminating datasets, by removing the instances with negative or flat
discrimination. It is a quite common practice in machine learning that new methods are compared using 20
or 30 datasets from a repository, when it is well known that most of them are not very discriminative. If665
we ‘clean’ the datasets in order to remove the instances with negative discrimination, we can get that the
abilities are better aligned with the quality for all examples. However, excluding instances in a dataset may
not necessarily be a good idea, even for the estimation of IRT parameters in the test set. Every case must
be addressed individually, so this particular aspect remains an open issue. Also, we can compare abilities
between different datasets, which could be normalised to be commensurate and calculate averages for a670
set of classifiers, something that for accuracy or other metrics is not advisable, as the magnitudes can be
incommensurate.
Finally, the most common application of IRT is in adaptive testing [35, 36]. Selecting the items that
are most discriminating for a particular dataset may minimise the number of instances that are required to
estimate the ability of a new classifier, also by adapting the difficulty of the items to the classifier as the675
estimation proceeds. This could be useful especially in applications where we can ask for the label of selected
instances, and they have a high (expert) cost. As in IRT, a good estimation of ability using adaptive testing
could be done with about a dozen instances.
The use of IRT comes with the extra cost of estimating the parameters, which involves some compu-
tational effort (especially for large datasets) and may require to reiterate the estimation in order to avoid680
local minima, depending on the IRT models and the particular library. The compensation comes with the
detailed analysis of items and techniques that IRT provides. It is important to note that for many of the
applications mentioned above, this analysis could be done at the time benchmarks are configured, so that
the parameters for a set of datasets and algorithms can be reused by other researchers if are made available,
as we have done here with our experiments.685
Overall, apart from the experimentation with real classifiers and datasets, we have used artificial datasets
and artificial classifiers, which have brought an excellent opportunity to analyse how IRT works and clarify
their interpretation. We expect that further research can do this for other supervised machine learning
tasks (e.g., regression, for which other non-dichotomous IRT models should be explored), but also for
weakly supervised machine learning (e.g., reinforcement learning). Another very interesting area would be690
incremental learning or situations where we increase the number of examples gradually. This scenario would
show an evolution of the ability of several classifiers and also the difficulty of the instances (the increase in
size is assumed to be made in such a way that the increase is done, incrementally, as supersets). Also, we
have limited our analysis to the mapping between instances and items (instance-wise), but we could also
consider datasets as items (i.e., dataset-wise), leading to interesting connections with meta-learning [14].695
Finally, we hope that this paper encourages other people to analyse where and how IRT can be useful for
machine learning and other areas of artificial intelligence (e.g., planners, SAT solvers, etc.) with increasing
availability of experimental results to be analysed.
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